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Introduction

Synchrotron radiation has been used successfully
to Identify electrons of 10 to 30 GeV traversing a
field length of 30 kG-m. Since comparable field
lengths are a feature of many proposed collider detec-
tors, and since this is an electron energy range of
Interest at /s - 1 TeV, we consider whether such a
device could be useful in the L - 10 environment.2

Figure 1 shows the arrangement. The electron
track and its "tail" of X-rays are detected in a
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of electron identifica-
tion by synchrotron radiation. The length of the
X-ray "tail" is denoted by d. The detector ts a
multilayer wire chamber, the large dots represent
h ts.

Xenon-filled MWPC. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of
X-rays produced tn a 1 meter distance at 30 kG for
several electron energies. The total energy
in a distance I and field B is given by

AE 0.013 E2B2*,
6

where AEX i s in keV, Ee i s in CeV, i. i s in meters
and B is in kG. Despite the fact that the total
energy i s proportional to Ee , the number of Jetec-
ted photons peaks at Ee « 5 GeV (see Fig. 3). This
i s due to the detection efficiency of Xenon and to the
shif t of the spectrum with Ee depicted In Fig. 2.

The electron identification depends on the
spatial correlation between the electron and X-ruy
hits ; the X-rays l i e In the bend plane <if the
electron, spread over a distance d(mm), where

d - 15 Bt2/Ee .

For example d i s 15mm for a 30 GeV electron wicli H -
30 kG and I • lm. The width of the X-ray ta l l is
determined by the spatial resolution of the detector
In the direction perpendicular to the bend plane.

Rates and Particle Densities

We assume a detector which covers about i units
of rapidity (centered at y - 0) and Is composed of -'HIM
mini-drift ce l l s at lm from the interaction lit.umind,
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Fig. 2. The number of X-ray photons produced versus
photon energy, E ^ The curves are labelled accord-
ing to electron energy in GeV. The shaded vertical
lines delimit th^ region of good X-ray detection effi-
ciency In Xenon.
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Fig. 3. The number of photons detected in 10 cm of Xe
as a function of electron energy.

with 2.4in long wires parallel to the magnetic field.
The charged single particle rate at L - 10 3 3 (taking
Into account the pT cutoff of the field) Is about
0.25 MHz/wire (or 4 psec mean separation). Since one
should be able to operate such a chamber with a gate <
100 nsec, rate does not appear to be a problem in this
configuration.

A more serious question (albeit independent of
luminosity) is that of fake electron trljgers or
trigger losses due to the spatial overlap of particles
within the same event. To investigate this question
ue use predictions of partlclu densities within 100



GeV jets from ISAJET. To estimate the resolution
perpendicular to the bend plane, we assume this Is
done with cathode strips which yield 5mm localization
of the hits. Taking any spatial coincidence of two
charged particles within an area - 5ram x d to be an
"electron," we find about 0.1 fake electrons above 10
GeV per 100 GeV jat. This can be suppressed
significantly by sseing if the tracking system finds 1
or more than 1 tracts pointing to the "electron."
Further suppression could be based on the fact that a
charged track and a collection of X-rays would produce
very different energy depositions on the drift wires.
With dedicated processors these reduction factors
could probably be obtained in the few psec available.
A crude estimate of these factors yields < 10 fake
electron triggers above 10 GeV per tvent.

Using the same input from ISAJET one can
determine the loss of real electrons due to overlaps
of other charged tracks. In 100 GeV jets this loss is
1 to 27. for 10 to 30 GeV electrons. (A brief look at
1000 GeV jets reveals that for comparable values of
Ee/E(jet) the losses are at most a factor of 2
worse.)

Compatibility with Other Detector Components

Note that A?.x « B
2£ and d « B£2. Thus one

benefits (at fixed JBdl) from larger B and smaller i.
This yields more X-rays in a smaller impact area.
Tracking systems, on the other hand, prefer large i
and smaller B. This gives larger sagittas (also «
3i2) and fewer trapped soft tracks. Thus compromises
need be made in a systen that includes both. It
should be kept in mind that if the tracking chamber Is
carefully designed to keep the mass low, then it will
be transparent to those X-rays which can be detected
in the Xenon chamber. Thus tiacking and electron
identification can coexist in the same field volume.

Research and Development

At Ee - 10 GeV the number of detected X-rays U
already falling (albeit slowly) because die X-r.iy
spectruts peak has shifted out of the Xenon detect Lou
window. The energy range of identifiable CIJL truiia
cnuld be expanded (or the B,£ requirements lowered) If
a detector with good efficiency for Ex > 100 keV
could be used. Thus development of a practical liquid
or solid detector might be very useful.
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